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State reason.

Change / Follow Plan.
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Describe what additional work
we would have to do to
accomodate the change.
Consider the learning required. Other reasons to support change decision?

1 15-Apr-2014 Jong Hyeok
Decided not to take in additional
member into the group 22-Apr-2014

Follow Plan

We have decided to stay as a 5-men team
because we felt that given our current scope and
requirements, five people would be just nice.

Given the team's technical
capabilities, the team will be
more comfortable with an
additional member. Low

If we added in additional
member into our group, then
we might have needed to
increase our current scope and
functionalities. High

2 10-Jun-2014 Benjamin
Depart of one team member from
the group 12-Jun-2014

Change

We had to inform our client and Prof Ben Gan
about this news

The PM has commitment
issues with the group. High

We have to re-evaluate our
project scope, reshuffle our
roles and responsibilities, as
well as let our stakeholders
know about the situation. High

3 13-Jun-2014 Benjamin

Shifting team members' roles
and responsibilities due to the
depart of one team member 14-Jun-2014

Change

Lavinia: PM, UI/UX Developer
Benjamin: A.PM, iOS/Backend Developer
Joel: Web Developer, Quality Assurance
Jong Hyeok: Web Developer, Business Analyst

Given the departure of our
PM, it is necessary to shift our
roles and responsibilites so
that we are able to cover the
same grounds as before. High

As Benjamin has been
handling some PM stuff as
well, Benjamin will need to
bring Lavinia up to speed on
the PM work. Medium

As Jong Hyeok and Joel has been working together
while Lavinia was overseas, Lavinia was selected
to become the PM to minimize change disruption.

4 21-Jun-2014 Joel
Second shift in team members'
roles and responsibilities 21-Jun-2014

Change

Joel would be the Project Manager, Benjamin
would stay the same as iOS Developer, Jong
Hyeok and Lavinia will both be Web Developer
and UI Designer

Considering each member's
technical skills and internship
schedule, there is a need to
do this reshuffle so that we
will be able to accomplish our
project requirements. High

There would be knowledge
exchange required between
Lavinia and Joel, but since
Lavinia was also involved in
exploring technology used in
iteration 1, and the team will be
working closely together, the
change impact is not huge. Low

As Lavinia and Jong Hyeok's schedule are more
flexible and matches, the web and backend can be
developed at a faster pace.

5 20-Jun-2014 Lavinia
Change of whole system
architecture 25-Jun-2014

Change

After a long discussion between Lavinia and
Jong Hyeok, the team has decided to change its
whole system architecture where all the
backend, database and APIs will be shifted to
the web part. Initially, the team's decision was
that the web will make a call using restful service
to retrieve relevant information

Considering the advantages
of the Ruby framework and
gems we are using, it will
make more sense to have the
backend system handle to API
for iOS. High

Methods and APIs will have to
be rewritten, but as the team is
not very far in the development
stage, the additional work
required is not high. Medium

The team forsees even more man-hour put in if we
were to stick to our old architecture.

6 5-Aug-2014 Mr Low

Sponsor requests changing the
requirements, adding [Report
Abuse] and [Proximity Sorting]
function. 5-Aug-2014

Change

The team evaluated the changes, and decided to
add in [Report Abuse] as core and [Proximity
Sorting] as non-core functions since they have
business value to the project. The team will focus
on all core functions, and only develop the non-
core functions (in order of business value) if
there is sufficient time. [Data Analytics] will be
dropped.

Functions requested are of
certain business value to the
project. High

The project schedule and
priority scope will have to be
re-evaluated. Medium

Client was willing to remove certain functions if
need be, so the change impact was lessened.

7 17-Sep-2014 Mr Low

Sponsor requests changing the
requirements, adding [Edit
Agency] and [Audit Log] function. 17-Sep-2014

Change

The team evaluated the changes, and decided to
add in [Audit Log] and [Edit Agency] as non-core
functions since they have business value to the
project. The team will focus on all core functions,
and only develop the non-core functions (in order
of business value) if there is sufficient time.

Functions requested are of
certain business value to the
project. High

The project schedule and
priority scope will have to be
re-evaluated. High

Client was alright with the idea that the team will try
to complete as much non-core functions as
possible.

8 7-Nov-2014
Prof
Boesch

Supervisor advices us that
[Feedback Search], [Feedback
Sorting], and [User Ranking] will
be useful functions for our new
business direction. 10-Nov-2014

Change

The team conducted UT3, and asked the users if
they would like to see such functions. Most of the
users like the functions and think they are useful,
therefore the team will implement these functions
on the web platform (due to time constraint).

Functions might be useful for
end-users. Medium

The team has to allocate some
time and resources for the
functions, but as they are not
very complex, the time taken
will not impact the project
schedule much. Medium

Client is alright with the idea of implementing these
additional functions.


